Compagnia del Fiore d'Argento is a cultural-sport Association born by the fusion of
two different groups - Compagnia degli Arcieri del Fiore d'Argento and
Compagnia di S.Procolo - but with a common interest: the historical re-enacting.
Common goal to all the associates is to develope an accurate, realiable and filological
level of historical re-enacting.
Through a contuinuing research of written and iconographic documentations , the
Association has built an accurate and realiable archive, full of images and texts,
which brought us to an almost precise level of historical re-enacting, as well as the
collaboration with some accredited historians and museums.
Actually the Association is re-enacting two historical periods: Medieval and Celtic.
Medieval: our re-enacted period is focused at
the end of XIV century and the beginning of XV
century, most exactly the years between 1380
and 1420, by following the period styles and
fashions of the civil clothes, the military
clothing and the defensive and offensive
armaments of the bolognese and North Italian
territory.

Celtic: following a precise territorial refer to our region, Emilia Romagna, we re-enact
the "Galli Boii" celtic tribe, lived between the 300 and 200 b.C.

Our targets are to deepen our knowledge on the re-enacted historical periods and to supply
us with as accurate as possible personal gears; this to enhance our territory history by
rappresenting and approaching it to the people, recovering at the meantime an historical and
cultural patrimony that is getting lost.
All of this by always following the strictness and the historical coerence which allows us, as
happened in the past, to work in historical movies and documentaries, and to create
collaborations among all the associates with the aim to do all of these things having fun.
Our Association is able to enliven in historical costume, with a wide choice: parades, duels,
archery shows, military camps and Living History.
It's able also to lead conferences and didactic demonstrations for every instruction level,
from the primary school till the university; It can organize stages of archery practise,
medieval fencing and artisan activities.

The Association can provide historical consulence for medieval events, for finding and
enlistment of historical groups of every nationality and re-enacted periods, with the goal to
organize an historical and culturally accredited re-enacting event, without increasing the
local organization efforts.

For informations please contact:
Compagnia del Fiore dArgento

-

www.silverflower.org

Galli Boii

-

www.silverflower.org

- Gian Filippo Zamboni
- Filippo Marocco
- Paola Luciani
- Ettore Cattoli
- Christian Ferluga

cell. (0039) - 347 3021224
cell. (0039) - 347 5579022
cell. (0039) - 338 4903962

email:
email:
email:

gianphilo@ravenstorm.com
metal.filippo@libero.it
latus@virgilio.it

cell. (0039) - 348 2507593
cell. (0039) - 347 7565868
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